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ON TWINS IN THE FOUR-SPHERE 1 

By JOSÉ M. MONTESINOS* 

[Receíved 9th November 1981J 

o. Introduction 

IN [Z], Zeeman introduced the process of twist-spinning a l-knot to 
obtain a 2-knot, and proved that a twist-spun knot is fibered with 
structure group finite cyclic. 

In [L], Litherland generalized twist-spinning by performing during the 
spinning process the "rolling" operation, introduced by Fox [F] and 
defined rigorously by Litherland [L]. Re showed that, provided one 
combines the rolling with a twist, the resulting knot is fibered. Rowever 
the bundle structure group need not to be finite. 

In this paper we generalize those results by introducing the concept of 
twin. A twin W is a subset of S4 made of two 2-knots R and S which 
intersects transversally in two points (Section 3). The prototype of a twin 
is the n-twist spun twin of K, i.e. the union of the n-twist spun knot of K 
and the boundary of the 3-ball in which the original knotted are K lies. 

The exterior of a twin, X(W), is the c10sure of S4- N(W), where 
N(W) is a regular neighbourhood of W in S4. It turns to be that the 
O-twist spun twin of K and the 2k-twist spun twin of K both have the 
same exterior (and the same regular neighbourhood). In fact, in Section 1 
we will prove that the circular deformation of Figure 1.3 (which takes 
place in N(W» is isotopic to the 2-twist spun deformation. Intuitively, by 
pulling the two free ends of the fifth picture of Figure 1.3 the knot would 
turn around twice! This is the main reason for introducing the concept of 
twin. 

The above observation makes it very interesting to investigate Dehn
surgery on a twin, Le. the result of replacing N(W) by itself using sorne 
gluing automorphism cp of aN(W). Rere aN(W) is the tridimensional 
torus and the pair (S4, W) is completely determined by X( W) and the 
(framed) meridians of the components R and S of the twin (Section 3). 

To study Dehn-surgery on W we first characterize those automorph
isms cp of aN(W) which extend to N(W). The answer, given in Section 5, 
is the following. First, cp must fix the meridian torus T, i.e. the 2-torus 
where aN(R) and aN(S) intersect. And second, if the meridians of R and 
S are thought of as a basis b of T, then b and cp(b) must be related by an 
even matrix, Le. an integer matrix in which the sum of the entries is even. 
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This rather curious result is used to characterize the automorphisms of a 
2-torus standarly embedded in S4, which extend to S4, and also to prove ,
that any homotopy sphere gotten by Dehn-surgery on such a 2-torus is 

'jI}, 

"1,the real S4. . 
The set of even matrices is an abnormal subgroup of SL(2, Z) of index 

three (Section 4). Hence if cp is an automorphism of oN(W) which fixes T, 
...ve obtain three possible homotopy 3-spheres by performing Dehn
surgery using cp. Of course, if b and cp (b) are related by an even matrix 
the corresponding homotopy sphere is S4. The other two are R* and S*, 
Le. the manifolds obtained by Gluck-surgery on R and S (Section 8). 
Furthermore, the twins Wand W' obtained by cp such that b and cp(b) 
are related by an even matrix, have a remarkable relationship, since W' 
comes from W by an alternative sequence of "2-spinnings" of R around 
S and of S around R, to be determined by the matrix. 

If the automorphism cp of N( W) does not fix T, we study sorne cases in 
which the resulting 4-manifold is S4. The new twin W' is then the resUlt 
of a sequence of 2-spinnings in W and a rolling operation which contains, 
in particular, the one defined by Litherland. Thus the 2-knots of Lither
land are a particular case of Dehn-surgery. 

The second part of this paper (to appear e1sewhere) will be devoted to 
the fibration problem, i.e. given a twin in S4, try to unde:rstand what 
surgeries in W give a twin W' which has a component whieh is a fibered 
knot. As a particular ease we will get the results of Zeeman and 
Litherland referred to aboye. 

I want to thank Francisco González-Acuña for many enlightening 
conversations about the presentation of Section 4. 1 thank also Franeis 
Bonahon for his helpful critieism in reading this paper. 

Notation. It will appear clear when we are working in the smooth or PL 
category. In this case aH submanifolds are assumed to be loeally flato 

(m, n, p, ...) stands for the g.c.d. of the integers m, n, p, •.. 
lAI stands for the determinant of the rnatrix [A]. 
N(X) stands for a suitable regular neigbbourhood of the set X. 

1. The initiating example 

Let R be a 2-sphere trivially embedded in S4, Le. R bounds a 3-ball B 3 

which is the page of an open-book strueture of S4 with binding R and 
with monodromy the identity automorphism of B 3 • Let A be a knotted 
spanning are in B 3 • By rotating B 3 around R, the are A generates a 
2-knot S which is called the spun knot 01 A. If during the rotation the are 
A spins around itself n times, it generates the 2-knot called the n-twist 
spun knot 01 A (see [Z]). 

A difierent description of those knots is the following. Think of S4 as 
O(B2XB3)=SlXB3UB2XS2. Let SO be the poles of S2 and assume 

3 2
oA =So. Then the spun koot of A is the pair (S1 xB UB x S2, SI xA U 
B2 XSO). Let T be the automorphism of Sl x S2 defined by T(8, x) = 
(8, p(8)x), where p(8) is the angle 8 rotation of S2 arouod the poles. Then 

2 2 
the n-twist spun knot of A is tbe p'air (Sl xB 3 

U¡".nB XS2, SI xA U B X 
SO), where i is the natural identification between the boundaries of 
S1 x B 3 and B 2 x S2 (note that T ISI X SO is the identity). To see this, note 

3 
that T extends naturaHy to an automorphism f of Sl xB • Then, under 
the homeomorphism (;¡:n U id): S1XB3U¡".nB2XS2~SlxB3UB2xS2, 
the set S1 x A U B 2 X SO is mapped to the n-twist spun knot of A as 

defined aboye. 
For n = 2k we have another description of the 2k-twist spun knot of A, 

based on the fact that T 2k extends to B 2 x S2. This is the starting poiot of 
the example which originated the study made in this paper. Let us 
consider, for the sake of simplicity, the case n:::: 2. 

The extension of T2 to B2 X S2 depends on the existenee of an isotopy 
F:SlxS2x[O,l]~SlXS2X[O,1] from T 

2 to the identity [GL]. Thus 
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identifying S1 X S2 X [0, 1] with a collar of a(B 2 XS2) in B 2x S2, F extends 
to an automorphism G of B 2x S2 which is T2 in the boundary. Hence, 
under the homeomorphism 1/I=(idUG) from SlxB3 U¡.,.,B2xS2 onto 
S1 xB3 UB2x S2= S4, the set S1 xA UB2x SO is mapped to the 2-twist 
spun knot of A. 

We want to visualize the image I/I(S1 x A U B 2 X So) in S4. The íntersec
tíon of S1 x A U B 2x SO with the collar S1 x S2 X [0,1] is S1 X SOx [0,1]. 
But ¡JJ is the identity outside of that collar. Hence we only have to 
visualize the effect of Fin the pair (Sl XS2 X[0, 1], S1 XSO X[0, 1]). For 
this, we use the "movie method". 

The isotopy F appears in Figure 1.1 (compare [GLD, in which the time 
parameter is tE [0,1]. Now, we obtain the "circular movie" of F in Figure 
1.2 in which the time parameter is (J E S1. The top picture of Figure 1.2 
shows a relevant step of Figure 1.1 with some of the levels Oí x S2 X ~ 
marked; and this picture helps to obtain the rest of Figure 1.2. Finally, to 
visualize the total effect of the map ¡JJ we add to the circular movie of 
Figure 1.2, which takes place in a collar of a(B2x S2), the rest of S4 in 
which ¡JJ is the identity. For the are A being a "trefoil are" the total effect 
of ¡JJ is shown in Figure 1.3. 

Thus, what Figure 1.3 is telling us is that the usual movie description of 
the 2k-twist spun knot as an are spinning around itself 2k times while it 
spuns around R, can be isotoped so that it fixes a small ball containing the 
"knot". In other words, the two sets R U S, and R U (2k-twist spun knot 
of A) have the same exterior (and the same regular neighbourhood E 4 

). 

Thus the 2k-spinning process is independent of the ambient space in 
which E 4 lies (as the usual movie picture of the 2-knot falselly suggest). 
On the contrary, that process can be defined only in terros of the triple 
(E4

, R, S) which we call twin in the next section. 
Hence the first part of this paper will deal with an "abstract" study of 

the triple (E, R, S), concentrating in the problem of what automorphisms 
of aE extend to E. After that we will study the problem of performing 

(. 1rf0 11fJ ~ &
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surgery on a "concrete" twin lying in S4 so that we get new twins (and 
also new knots) in a homotopy 4-sphere. Then we use our understanding 
about automorphisms,of aE which extend to E, to recognize those as the 
real S4 in some cases. 

2. Twins 

Represent SI as the quotient IR/Z and denote by T 3 the tridimensional 
torus SI x SI X SI. Each vector (al' az, a3) EIR3 defines an oriented straight 
line in 1R3 and consequently an oriented simple curve in T 3 which is closed 
if and only if the ratios a;laj are rational. Any oriented simple closed 
curve in T 3 whieh is isotopic to a curve defined by some vector (al> a2, a3) 
will be caUed eanonical. Let " r, s be the canonical curves in T 3 defined 
by the vectors (1, O, O), (0,1, O), (O, O, 1), respectively. These curves, of 
course, represent a basis of H 1(T3

; Z) Z Ea Z Ea Z. 
Let o: be a canonical curve in T 3 • Then o: is isotopic to a curve of 

vector ti = (al> az, a3), where al> az, a3 are relatively prime integers. 
Thus, o: is homologous to al'+azr+a3s in T 3. Now it is possible to find 
integer vectors jj = (bl , bz, b3) and e=(el' ez, e3) such that the volume of 
the parallelepiped generated by ti, jj and eis 1 (see, for instance, [NW] p. 
15, Corollary 11.1). In other words, the linear transformation t(¡: 1R3 _1R3 

with equations 

al az a3] 
cp(Xl> Xz, X3) (Xl> Xz, X3) bl bz b3[ 

el ez e3 

induces an automorphism of T 3 whieh sends 1 to 0:. Thus a canonical 
curve is nothing else than the image of 1by some automorphism cp of T 3, 

since that cp must be isotopic to a linear one. 
Let {*} be a point close to (O, O, O) in the y, z plane of 1R3 

• Then 
IRx{*}cIR3 defines a framing of 1 and, via cp, a framing of cp(l) = 0:. 

Clearly, this framing of o: does not depend on the particular cp, and it is 
caUed the natural Iraming of 0:. 

Remark 1.1. If o: is a eanonical curve in T 3, the natural framing can be 
characterized as the unique framing sueh that the corresponding Milnor
surgery gives SI x SZ # SI X SZ. It is natural to conjecture that a simple 
closed curve in T 3 is canonical if and only if some Milnor-surgery on it 
gives SI x SZ # SI X SZ. 

E 4In S4 1R4 +{oo} take the set = {(Xl> Xz, x3, X4) E1R41 xi + xi..; 1 or 
x~ + x~..; 1} U{oc}. Thus E 4 is a regular neighbourhood of the union of the 
coordinate planes R =lRzx{O}U{oc} and S = {O} xlRz U {oc}, which meet 
transversally in {O} and {oc}. 

We call twin the triple (E4
, R, S). The name was suggested by two twin 

cristals ("macla" in spanish). Thus a twin is a sort of plumbing of two 
2-spheres. 

The complement S4- int E 4 is a regular neighbourhood of the torus 

pZ ={(Xl> Xz, X3, X4) E1R41 xi+ X~ =2 = x~+ x~}. 

Hence élE4 is homeomorphie to T 3 • An explicit homeomorphism is ~. 

cp : T 3 _ élE4 given by #/~'~;~;Pl-;l~',

<',Yo \
,


//'$O;~
'<..'-' "'\\.«tan 1TA + 1) cos 211"0, (tan 11"A + 1) sin 211"0, /I/S'.> (\.~ 

) cos 211"f.L,sin 211"f.L), O..; A F/i' tI.' 
(A, O, f.L) H> , • ~(I' , ;;

(cos 21T0, S10 21T0, (tan 1T(1- A) + 1) cos 211"f.L, • ::'! •. ;1 

(tan 11"(1- A)+ 1) sin 21Tf.L), !..; A"; 1 !l~-r' / 
~ ~ l' 

. We identify élE4 w~th T 3 by cp. A m~ridian of R (resp. S). is a frame ~ q,,~: c. ,,-'!r, 

snnple closed curve 10 T 3 such that lt bounds a framed dlSC properly ~c,l';X ',;/f 
embedded in E 4 which euts R (resp. S) transversally in one point. For '._--.--:;:¡¡" 

instanee r and s (with the canonical framings) are meridians of R and S 
respectively. A meridian torus is a 2-torus embedded in T 

3 
which 

contains a system 01 meridians 01 the twin, Le. a basis made up of 
meridians of R and S. For instance the torus T Z defined by the equation 
A O is a meridian torus. 

3. 'lbe strodure of a twin 
First we describe a handle presentation of E 4 (refer to Diagram 3.1). 

E 4Let D 4 be a regular neighbourhood in of a simple arc in S 

s 


RG, 3.1 
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fJ a y 

FIo. 3.2 

Si X [0.11 

FIo. 3.3 

connecting the points of R n S. The curves a, (3, 'Y in aD4 == ~4 +{oo} are 
shown in Figure 3.2. 

We now add a 2-handle to D 4 along a with framing zero to complete a ~r 

regular neighbourhood of S. Final1y add a thickened tube (S1 x [O, 1] X 

D
2 

to D 
4 

along (3 U 'Y to complete a regular neighbourhood of R. This is 
done in two steps (see Figure 3.3). 

In the first place we paste B 1 x[0, 1]xD2 to D 4 , where B 1 is a 1-disc 
embedded in SI. This is the same as adding a 1-handle to D 4 (we must 
take care that the orientations induced in (3, 'Y by the tube be difierent). 
The rest of the tube is added by attaching a 2-handle along (31 U 'Y 1 (see
Figure 3.4). 

4
Thus E is composed by one O-handle, one 1-handle and two 2

handles. In Figure 3.4 we have shadowed the parts of R and S lying in 
4 

D • We have also indicated the meridians r, s of R, S, respectively. 

FIo. 3.4 

t(X)} 
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Now we describe the dual handle representation. We start with T 3 x 
[0,1] and we add two 2-handles along the framed r x {1} and s x {l} (with 
the natural framings). Afterwards we fill it up with a copy of Sl x B 3 (Le. 
3-handle plus 4-handle). The two 2-handles are regular neighbourhoods 
of the meridian discs of R and S. These regular neighbourhoods have a 
natural product structure which agree with the natural framings of r 
and s. 

This last description leads to a very convenient way of visualizing a 
twin. Take T 3 x [O, 1] and define an identification on T 3 x {l} as follows. 
The lines of equations {x == a, Z == b}, where a a a' (mod I), a' E n, 1]; or 
{x a, y = b}, where a a a' (mod I), a' E [O, iJ, collapse to points. The 
result of the identifications is E 4

• The image by the identification of the 
first (resp. second) system of lines is R (resp. S) (see Figure 3.5). 

4. Disgression: A certaln subgroup of OL(2, I) 

Let M be a closed, oriented, smooth 4-manifold with H 1(M; 1/21) =O, 
and let el be a closed, orientable 2-manifold which represents an 
element of H 2(M; 1/21) which is Poincaré-dual of wiM). A membrane P 
for e is a compact surface embedded in M, normal to e along its 
boundary (contained in e) and such that its interior is transverse to C. 
Move P to get P', transverse to P, in such a way that P sUdes parallel to 
itself over C. The number of points in Int P n (PI U e), reduced mod 2, 
only depends on the homology class of ap in H 1(e; IJ2I) and this defines 
a quadratic form q: H1(e; 1/21) -1/2I with respect to the homology 
intersection form on C. This form was introduced by Roklin in [R]. 



T 2Let T 2 be the 2-dimensional torus, and let e: '---l> S4 be an embed
ding. Then we have the Roklin quadratic form q: H t(T;lL/2lL).....:¡,lL/2lL. 

Denote by Aut G the group of automorphisms of a group G. In view of 
the following proposition, we are interested in the subgroup H of 
Aut Ht(T; lL) whose elements, reduced mod 2, are the q-isometries of 
Ht(T; lL/2lL). This subgroup depends on the embedding e. But for a 
different embedding we obtain a group which is conjugate to H. In fact, 
the Arf invariant of q is zero [R; 4], and this determines the isomorphism 
c1ass of q [MIl; appendix 1]. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let 'P be an automorphism of T 2 
• 1f 'P extends to an 

automorphism of S4 then 'P*: H¡(T2 
; lL).....:¡, H¡(T2 

; lL) belongs to H. 

Proof. It is a trivial consequence of the definition of q. 
The fact that q has Arf invariant zero [R; 4] means that only one 

element of H 1(T2 
; lL/27L) is evaluated to 1 E lL/2lL by q. The preimage of 

that element by the natural epimorphism H t (T2
; lL).....:¡, H t (T 2

; lL/2lL) is a 
lattice L in H 1(T2 ;lL). Thus H is the stabilizer of L in AutH1(T2 ;lL). 

PROPOSITION 4.2. H is a subgroup of Aut Ht(T2 
; lL) of index 3 which is 

not normal. 

Proof. We have the epimorphism Aut H¡(T2 
, 1:).....:¡, Aut H¡{T2 

; lL/27L) 
Aut (1:/2lL EtllL/2lL) = (1'3, where (1'3 is the symmetric group of 3 índices. 
Then, H is conjugate to the preimage of the stabilizer of any indexo 

Let r, s be a basis of Hl(T2 
; 1:) such that q(r) = q(s) = O (such a basis 

always exists since the Arf invariant of q is zero). 

PROPOSITION 4.3. The isomorphism Aut Hl(T2 
; 1:).....:¡, OL(2, 1:), which 

consists in taking the matrix with respect to {r, s}, sends H to the set of 

matrices [~ ~] with a + f3 + y +[j even. 

Remark 4.1. Notice that a + f3 + y +[j even is not a condition in
variant by change of basis. 

Proof. Since q( r + s) r . s 1, the image of H in OL(2, 1:) is composed 

by the matrices [~ ~] such that its reduction mod 2 stabilizes the vector 

of coordinates (1, 1). This is equivalent to the conditions a + y == f3 + [j = 1 

(mod 2). In the presence of det [~ ~] = ±1, this is equivalent to the 

condition a + f3 +y + [j O (mod 2). 

DEFTNITION 4.4. [~ ~] is even if a + f3 + y + [j is even. 

COROLLARY 4.5. The set of even matrices of OL(2, lL) (or SL(2, lL» is a 

subgroup of index 3 whích is not normal. The ser [!~J, [~ !J. [! ~] 
is a system of coset representatives. 

Remark 4.2. If we call a col~mn or row of [~ ~] even if the sum of 

its elements is even, then two matrices are in the same left cIass (i·esp. 
right c1ass) with respect to H if and only if their rows (resp. columns) have 
the same parity. 

Let us denote by E (resp. E+) the subgroup of even matrices of 
OL(2,1:) (resp. SL(2, 1:». Clearly E+ is a normal subgroup of index 2 of 

E, and [~ ~J [~ ~] is a system of coset representatives. Let us_ 
describe a set of generators for E+. 

PROPOSITION 4.6. 1f [ ~ ~] E then 


i) a/y has an expansion in continuous fractíon 


1 

a/y a¡+ 1 

a2+" .+
a", 

with al' ... , a m even. 
There is an even number a",+l such rhat 

[~ :J 
if m even± [~ ~l ][~ ~l" [~ ~][~ ~+1] 

[O-1][ 1 0][1 -a2 ] ••• [1 0][1 -a",+t] if m odd,1 O -al 1 O 1 1 O 1 -a", 

Proof. We have 

a = a1 y+ r¡ 


y = a2r¡ + r2 

rm -3 = am -¡rm -2 + rm -l 

rm -2 am 

'-' 
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where al' ... ,a.n-l are even. Then 

[ 	1 0][1 -a.n-l] ... [1 0][1 -alJ[a (:3] 
-a.n 1 ° 1 -a2 1 ° 1 Y 8 

[ 1 0] [1 o][rl *] [1 aJ-a.n 1 ... -a2 1 y * "" ... = ± ° 1 

for m even or 

1 -a.n][ 1 0] [1 0][1 -al][a (:3] [0 -1]
[ ° 1 -a.n-1 1.,. -a2 1 ° 1 Y 8 ± 1 a' 

m=odd. 

Since ah' .. , a.n-l are even and [~ ~] is even, Remark 4.2 implies that 

the rows oí 	 when m = even, (or the rows of[1 0], [1 a],
-a.n 1 ° 1 

[1 -a.n] [0 -1]° 1 ' 1 a' when m = odd) have the same parity. Hence a and 

a.n 	are even. 

COROLLARY 4.6. The set 

{[~ ~2], [:2 ~], [~ ~1]. [-1 -1]} 
is a system of generators for E+. 

S. 	Extension of automorplmlms of aE' 
Let T 2 x [ -1, 1] be a regular neighbourhood in aE4 of a meridian torus 

T 2 	 T 2of the twin (E4
, R, S). We identify T 2 with x {O}. Let d be a 

canonical curve on T 2 • We denote by d' (resp. d") the curve d X{8}C 
T 2 X[-1, 1] (resp. dX{-8}) with the natural framing, where 0<8 <1. 

LEMMA 5.1. Ler r¡, S10 be simple closed euroes on T 2 sueh that 

r1- ar +(:3s 
SI - yr+8s (in T 2) 

where A [ ~ :J has determinanr ± 1. Then there is a handle presenta

ríon 

E 4 aE4 x[0,1]U2H2 UH3 UH4 
, 

ON TWINS IN THE FOUR-SPHERE 

where 2W represents rwo 2-handles arrached ro a collar aE4 x [0, 1] of 
aE4 along r~X{1} and s'íx {1}; H 3 is a 3-handle and H 4 is a 4-handle. 
Moreover, if A is even, the addition of the two 2-handles is made using the 
natural framings. If A is ódd~ one of the 2-handles is attaehed with the 
framing ±1. 

Proof. Let e, d, e be simple closed curves in T 2
, such that e - e ± 2d (in 

T 2). In Figure 5.1 it is shown how é' (with natural framing) is obtained 
from e' by performing two band-moves with d" (the figure only shows the 
case e+2d; the other case is analogous). The move which consists on 
replacing the pair (e, d) by (e, d) will be called !P. 

If e - e ± d (in T 2), then e' (with no natural framing) is obtained from 

d 

e 

r 2 

r 3 

Band move 

E:: 1/ 

1----'->' r--i) ,.--------1 

lId" 
I ! /.-/",::/' , 

1Band--t "",~ move 
, ' 

'---1 

FIG. 5.1 
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.. 

r 2 X[-l,l] 

AG. 5.2 

e' by just one band-move with dl/. We call f!F the move which consists On 
replacing (e, d) by (e, d) (Figure 5.2). 

Now, after eventually changing order and orientation of (r, s), Corol
lary 4.6 implies that A has one of the following forms 

B, [~ :]B, G~]B 
where B is a finite product of matrices of the form [~ ~2] or [±1 ~]. 

2 
The matrix A is even exactly when A = B. Thus, after applying to (r', s") 
a number of moves f!F2, and a unique move f!F if A is not even, we get 
(r~, s1) (with the natural framings ü and only if A is even). 

Now, in Section 3 we proved that E4=aE4x[O,1]UHfu
H~U H 

3 
U H 

4

, where the two 2-handIes Hf, H~ are attached along r' and 
s" with the natural framings. Thinking of f!F2 and f!F as 2-handle slidings 
we see that E4=aE4X[O,1]UHfumUH3UH4, where Hf, H~ are 
attached along ri, s1 (using the natural framings ü A is even). If A is not 
even, then Hi (say) is attached with the natural framing but then H~ is 
attached with the framing ± 1. 

ON TWINS IN THE FOUR-SPHERE 

Let W4 be a 4-manüold with non-empty boundary and let E 2 be a 
properly embedded disc in W4. Pushing E 2 along a normal vector field 
without singularities, we obtain a framing for aE2 in aW4, which we call 
indueed by E 2• We are interested' in computing those framings for curves 
lying on aE4 . 

T 2COROLLARY 5.2. Let rl be a simple closed euroe on such ¡hat 
r1 ~ ar + (3s (on T 2), and let E 2 be a properly embedded 2-dise in E 4 such 
that aE2 = r1• Then, the framing of rl indueed by E 2 differs from the 
eanonieal one in an even number of twists jf and only if a + (3 is oM. 

Proof. First, remark that two induced framings for r1 differ in an even 
number of twists. To see this, write E 4 as S4 - p2 XV 2, where p2 is a 
2-torus standardly embedded in S4. There is a curve '1 e p2 and an 
annulus A 2 e p2 XV 2 which is normal to p2 U T 2 and such that aA2 =

'1 U rl' Take a vector field along '1 which is tangent to p2 and extend it to 
A 2. This defines the natural framing on rl' The obstruction mod 2 to 
extend this framing to E 2 is q('l), where q is the quadratic form used in 
Section 4 [R,3]. But that obstruction is equal to the difference, mod 2, 
between the canonical framing and the one induced by E 2 • 

Now assume a + (3 is odd. Then, there is an even matrix [~ :J = A. 

By Lemma 5.1 there is a disc in E 4 inducing in rl the canonical framing. 

If a + (3 is even, there is a matrix A = [ ~ :] with 'Y +8 odd. Hence 

A [~ ~]B, B even. Lemma 5.1 tells us that rl bounds a disc in E 4 

indudng in rl the framing ±1. 
We apply these results to the problem of extending homeomorphisms 

f: aE4 
-;)o aE4 to E 4 • Such an f is isotopic to a linear homeomorphism g of 

equation 

[ 
n' P]['J [&1]m 

:~: ;=;; 
whose matrix B has determinant +1 if and only if g preserves the 
orientation of aE4

• 

THEOREM 5.3. Let g: aE4 
-;)o aE4 be a homeomorphism of matrix B. 

Then g can be extended to a homeomorphism G; E4 
-;)o E 4 if and only if 

a = b = O and A = [ ~ :J is even. 

Proof. First we see the sufficiency (see also remark 6.1). We have 
detA ±l. Then, by Lemma 5.1, E4=aE4x[O, 1]UHfUH~USlXB3 
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and also E
4 
=aE

4 
x[0, 1]UH~UHiuSIXB3, whereH; are attached 

along r', s" (with natural framings) and 11; are attached to r~, s~ (with 

natural framings) where [;:] = A[;} The map g, being linear, preserves 

the natural framings, hence g can be extended, first to aE4x[0, 1]UH~U 
Hi-aE

4
x[0, 1]UH~UHi and finally to E 4, since any homeomorphism

of SI x aB 3 extends to SI XB 3 • 

Conversely, if g extends to G we have the commutative diagram: 

4 g. 4H l ( aE ;l) ~ H¡(aE ;l) 

i*1 Ji. 

G* 4H I (E

4 ;l) ~ HI(E ;l) 

where i* is induced by inclusion. Hence g* (kernel i*) = (kernel i*). Since 
(kernel i*) is generated by r and s we conclude that a = b = O. 

4Since r and s bound non singular discs D 2, ¡j2 properly embedded in 
E inducing the natural framings in r, s then r}> SI bound discs G(D2), 
G(¡j2) inducing in r¡, SI the images by g of the natural framings of r, s. 
Since g is linear, these are the natural framíngs of rJ> SI. Hence Corollary 
5.2 implies that A is even. 

4 4 
If g: aE - aE is a homeomorphism of matrix B with a = b = Oand A 

even, the extension G, provided by the aboye theorem, defines a new 
4 

twin (E , to derive this twin from 
4 

G(R), G(S». The next problem is 
(E , R, S) by Sorne sort of geometric transformation. Of course this wilI 
be obtained by realizing gp.. This is done in the next Section. 

We give now a partía! converse of Proposition 4.1, which is a consequ
ence of the aboye theorem. 

THEOREM 5.4. Let F
2 

be a torus embedded in S3 e S4, and let cp be an2
automorphism of F . Then cp extends to an automorphism of S4 if and only 

if cp*: H¡(F2;l) - H¡(F2;l) belongs to H. 


Proof. The "only if" part is proved in Proposition 4.1. To prove the 
"if" part note that, since the ernbedding F 2e S4 is assumed to be 
standard, we have S4 = D 2X F 2U E 4 • 

T 2Now, let r, S be curves on which are meridians of E 4 • Then 
q(f) q(s) = O (proof of Corollary 5.2). Hence the matrix A of cp with 
respect to r, S is even (Proposition 4.3). 

Let us define 1/1 id x cp: D 2x F 2 _ D 2XF2. Then al/l = 1/1 Ia(D2 x F2) 

i, i,otopie to • : T' - T' with matrixnlOA 0J with respect to Ihe has" 
(aD

2
, r, s). But g extends to E 4 because A is even (Theorem 5.3). 

ON TWINS IN THE FOUR-SPHERE 

It remains to be investigated what happens when F 2 is not standardly 
embedded in S4. 

We finish the section with an easy consequence of Theorem 5.3. 

Definitíon 5.5. Let F 2 be a 2-torus embedded in S4 and let N(F2) be a 
regular neighbourhood of F 2 in S4. We wilI say that the manifold 
S4 - N(F2) Uit¡> N(F2), where cp: aN(F2) - aN(F2

) is an automorphism 
and i is the natural identification between boundaries, is obtained by 
Dehn-surgery on F 2

• 

F 2Notice that N(F2
) x D 2 has a handle presentation made of one 

O-handle, two 1-handles and one 2-handle with belt sphere the curve 
1={*}xaD2

, {*}EF2 
• Hence S4-N(F2)U;.¡,N(F2

) depends only on the 
canonical curve icp(l) (with canonical framing). In fact, we attach a 
2-handle to S4- N(F2

) along the framed icp(l), and after that we glue 
Si x B 3 t:¡ Si XB 3 arbitrarily to get S4 - N(F2)U it¡>N(F2). 

Assume F 2 is standardly embedded in S4. Then we can assume 
S4 - N(F2) is E4; let r, s be meridians of E 4. Here ¡cp(l) - mi + nr + ps 
(on aE4) and we call (m, n, p) the surgery data. The fundamental group of 
the manifold W4 obtained by Dehn-surgery in F 2 with surgery data 
(m, n, p), m :a. O, is lL/ml. Hence, this manifold is simply connected when 
m = 1 and, in this case, H 2 ( W 4

) = O by Mayer-Vietoris. Hence W 4 = S4 jf 
and only if m = 1. 

COROLLARY 5.6. Let F 2 be a 2-torus standardly embedded in S3 C S4. 
Then, any homotopy 4-sphere obtained by Dehn-surgery on F 2 is S4. 

Proof. Let W4 be the result of Dehn-surgery in F 2 with data 0, n, p). 
Then W 4 E 4U¡",F2XD 2, where j is the canonica! identification and 1/1 is 
an automorphism of aE4 of equation 

1/11] [~ -n 
I/Ir = O 1

[ TI]I/Is O O 

In fact, I/I( 1+ nr + ps) l. But, 1/1 extends to an automorphisrn of E4, hence 
W 4a¡S4. 

6. Two-spinning R aronnd S 

Let N(R) be a regular neighbourhood of R in E 4
• Then aN(R) 

S 1 X S2 separates E 4 in two regions. One of them is N(R) = D 2x S2, the 
other is SI x V 3

, where V 3 is a punctured solid torus. We can identify V 3 

B 3with minus the interior oí a regular neighbourhood of a simple 
unknotted curve which is invariant by rotations around the poles. 

The boundary of Sl x V 3 is the disjoint union of Si x S2 and T 3 = aE4 • 
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The automorphism T extends to an automorphism T of SI Xy3 which 

1 O O]
induces in aE4 the automorphism of matrix O 1 l.[

O O 1 
2kIt is known [GL] that T is isotopic to the identity. Let F:S 1 XS2X 

[O, 1]_SI XS2 X[0, 1J be the isotopy. Then, identifying SI XS2 X[0, 1] 
with a collar of aN(R2

), F extends to an automorphism G of N(R). 
Hence the automorphism tf¡ of E 4 defined by tf¡ IN(R) = G, tf¡ ISI Xy3 = 

1 O O] 
;=2k induces in aE4 an automorphism of matrix O 1 2k. We will say [

O O 1 
that tf¡ is the 2k-spinning of S around R. We define analogously the 
2k-spinning of R around S. 

m n P]
Let g be an automorphism of aE4 with matrix B = O a (3, where

[ 
O 'Y {) 

A = [ ~ ~] is even, and let G: E 4 _ E 4 be the extension of g given by 

Theorem 5.3. Let R and S be the images of R, S by G. 

COROLLARY 6.1. (R, S) is obtained from (R, S) by a finite sequence of 
2k-spinnings. 

Proof. Since R, S are determined by their meridians (see the end of 
Section 3), instead of using g we can use an automorphism with matrix 

UlOAO] which is a pmduct 01 a finite number 01 matrices 01 type 

1 O O] [1 O 
O 1 ±2 or O 1 ~] (see the prool 01 Lemma 5.2). From [
O O 1 O ±2 

here the corollary follows. 

Remark 6.1. Notice that aboye we have reproved the sufficiency part 
of Theorem 5.3, in a constructive way. 

We want now to visualize the effect of the 2-spinning of S around R. 
The intersection of S with the collar SI XS2 X[O, 1J of N(R) is SI X SO X 
[0,1], where SO are the north and south poles of S. On the other hand, 
the automorphism ;=2 of SI X y3 fixes (SI Xy3) n S. Hence the 2-spinning 
tf¡ fixes R and tf¡(S) = [E4 - SI XS2 X[O, 1Jn S]U F(SI XSO X [0,1]). Thus, 
we only have to visualize the effect of F in the pair (SI X S2 X[O, 1], SI X 
SO X[O, 1]) and we have done this in Section 1. Thus, to visualize the 

ON TWINS IN THE FOUR-SPHERE 

S1 XS2 X[O,l1 

FIG. 6.1 

"total" effect of the 2-spinning tf¡ we use a "movie" picture of the twin. 
This is done by spinning the punctured solid torus of Figure 6.1 around 
the R-boundary. In the spinning, the component S of the twin is created 
by the arc a.Now if in the spinning of the shaded region of Figure 6.1 we 
introduce Figure 1.2 we obtain a picture of the 2-spinning of S around R. 

7. Twi:ns in 4-manifolds 
Let M be a closed 4-manifold. By a twin in M we will mean a subset 

R U S of M which consists of two 2-spheres meeting transversally in two 
points and with selfintersection number zero (automatic if H2(M; Z) = O). 
Then E 4 can be identified with a regular neighbourhood of the twin in M. 
We will use two notations for a twin in M, (M, E, R, S) or simply RUS. 

The two coordinate planes R 1R2 x{0} and S = {0}XIR
2 

in S4= 

1R4+{co} define the trivial twin in S4. 

EXAMPLES. a) Let S4 B 3 XSI/J, where the identification J collapses 
{x} XSI to a point for every x in aB 3

• Let A be a knotted spanning arc in 
B3. Then A X SI/J is a 2-knot S in S4. Let R be aB

3
• Then R U S is called 

the spun twin of A, which is non trivial unless A be unknotted. 
b) If in example a) the arc A spins n times around itself while it spins 

around R we get the n-twist spun twin of A. The 1-twist spun twin of A is 
a twin R U S where both R and S are trivial knots. However the twin is 

not trivial. 
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c) Let R U S be the spun twin of A Let S be the result of 2k-spinning 
S around R (Section 6). Then, we have seen in Section 1 that R U S is the 
2k-twist spun twin of A 

8. Surgery in a twin in S4 

Let R U S be a twin in S4. Let r, s be a system of meridians in aE4 • Let4 
X be the exterior S4 - int E 4 of the twin. Alexander duality gives 

4
H;(X 

4 
;l)=H3 _¡{E ;l). Thus X 4 is homologically D2XSlXSl and r, s 

represent generators of Hl(X4; l). Then, up to isotopy, there is a unique 
canonical simple closed curve l in aE4 which is nulhomologous in X4, 
such that 1, r, s represent a basis of H¡(aE4 ; l). Assume we have 
identified aE

4 
with T

3 
so as to have l=SI X{*}X{*}, r={*}xS l x{*},ls={*}x{*}XS . We caIl llongitude of the twin. 

We will use the description of a twin made at the end of Section 3. 
Namely we think of (S4, E 4 , R, S) as X4 with the identifications in the 
boundary explained in that section. We will use the notation X 4/(r, s) to 
mean the twin (S4, E 

4
, R, S). We will use also X 4/( -, s) or X 4/(r, -) to 

mean the exterior of R or S, respectively. 
Let r l = (a, a, (3), SI = (b, 'Y, 5) be canonica1 curves on T 3 ax4 which 

m n p 

are part of a basis (i.e. there are integers m, n, p such that Ia a (3 


b 'Y 5 

1) and assume they are oriented so as to have I~ =I;¡,O. Then 

X 
4

/(r¡, SI) is homeomorphic to (X4Ui<pE4, E 4 , R, S), where <p is given by 

m n 
 P] 

[ a a (3 and i: aX4 -+ aE4 is the natural identification. Thus 
b 'Y 5 

X 
4
/(r¡, SI) is a knotted twin in the space X4U¡<¡>E4 which we say is 

obtained by (r¡, sl)-surgery on E 4 • 

In the case a = b =O we say the (rl , Sl)-surgery is special, otherwise we 
wilI call it general. 

We, first, study the case of special surgery. Then <p is given by 

[~ ; ;][}[] 
THEOREM 8.1. Jf (rlo SI) satisfies [;:J- [~ ~J[;] in ax4 and A 

4[~ ~] is even, then X /(rh SI) is a knotted twin (S4, , R, S) in S4. 

ON TWINS IN THE FOUR-SPHERE 

Moreover (S4, É4) can be identified with (S4, E4) in such a way that R, S is 
obtained by a finite sequence of 2k-spinnings in (E4 

, R, S). 

-DEFINTI'ION 8.2. When A '[1O 2k]l' R =R and we say that S - is the 

2k -twist spun knot of S with respect to R. This generalizes partiliIly the 
definition of Zeemann [Z] (compare example c) in Section 7). 

The situation changes if A is not even. From Section 4 we have 

A = B[~ ~] or B[~ ~] where B is even. Let us take the following 

[1O [1O] O O]automorphisms ofaX4: pOlI, (1' O 1 O. Then we have 
O O 1 O 1 1 

the knotted twins X 4/(pr, ps) and X 4/(ur, (1's). 

4
THEOREM 8.3. Let (r¡,sl) with [::J-[~ ~][;] in ax and [~ ~]= 

B[~ ~] (resp. BG ~]) where Bis even. Then the twin X 4 /(r¡, SI) can be 

identified with the result of a finite sequence of 2k-spinnings in X 4 /(pr, ps) 
(resp. X 4 /(ur, (1's». Moreover X 4 /(r¡, SI) is a twin in S4 if and only if 
X 4/(pr, ps) (resp. X4J(ur, (1's)) is. 

Proof Let [~ :l~B[~ :1 and ~ ni OB O]. Le, c'~le' 

aE4x[O,1] a collar of aE4 ( aE4x{0}) in E 4. Let É4=E4-C4. Then 
X 4/(rl, SI) is (X4 U¡o/Ip C4U É4, É4, R, S). This is homeomorphic to 
(X4 U¡p C4U.¡,É4, É4, R, S), defining the homeomorphism to be the iden
tity in X 4 and É4, and equal to ",-1 Xid in C. The last twin is 
homeomorphic to (X4U¡pC4UÉ4, É\ qt- l R, qt- l S) where '1' is an exten
sion of '" to É4, which certainIy exists since B is even. Hence '1'-1R, '1'-1S 
come from R, S by a finite sequence of 2k-spinnings in 
(X4 U¡pE4, E 4 

, R, S) = X 4/(pr, ps). Since B-1 is also even, the converse 
follows. 

In the next theorem we use the notation of Gordon [G], i.e. we call R* 
the result of Gluck-surgery on Re S4 (see [GL]). 

THEOREM 8.4. X 4/(pr, ps) is a twin in R* and X 4 /(ur, (1's) is a twin in 
S*. 

Proof. (X4U;pE4) = (X4U¡pSl X V 3 UN(R» (X4U¡SI x V 3 U
T 
N(R», 

defining the homeomorphism as the identity in X4 and N(R), and ;¡ in 
SI X V 3 • RecaIl that ;¡ IaE4= p (Section 6). 



If R U S is the twin of example a), Section 7, then X 4 j(pr, ps) is the 
1-twist spun twin of example b). This remark justifies the fol1owing 
definition. 

1 2n+1] _ .
DEFINITION 8.5. When A = [O 1 we say that S IS the (2n +1)

twist spun knot of S with respecl to R. Note that S is a 2-knot in R*. This 
completes the generalization of Zeeman's definition [Z]. 

COROLLARY 8.6. 1f in the twin (S4, E 4, R, S), R, S are both trivial 
2-knots in S4, then the twins obtained by special surgery are twins in S4. 
These twins fall into three families, namely those obtained by 2k-spinnings 
on (S4, E 4, R, S), X 4j(pr, ps) or X 4j(ur, as). 

Remark 8.1. If K is a 2-knot of any of the twins of the three families, 
then K* == S4. This generalizes [G; Theorem 3.1]. 

Remark 8.2. A twin is called interchangeable if there is a 
homeomorphism sending (S4, E 4, R, S) to (S4, E4, S, R). In an inter
changeable twin, the twins obtained by spedal surgery fall in only two 
families. An example of interchangeable twin is provided by the 1-twist 
spun twin of a spanning are on B 3 (example b) of Section 7). This is 
proved in [GK]. We now give a difierent proof.Let K be a knot in S3 and 
let W be the exterior of K. Let r be a meridian of K. Let X = Wx SI and 
let s e ax be {x}x SI. Let SI be a canonical curve in ax homologous to 
s + r. In X/(r, SI) the 2-knot R 1 of meridian r is the 1-twist spun knot of 
K. The automorphism of X defined by (w, z)l-+(w,fw-z) sends SI to r 
and r to SI, where f: W - SI is a map which restricted to aw is 
projection onto r. Hence there is an automorphism of Xj(r, SI) which 
permutes 	R l and S. 

Now we study the case of general surgery. We have to understand 
X4j(rh SI), where 

r1 = (a, a, (3) 

SI (b, 1', (5) 

are canonical curves on T 3 = aX4 whíeh are part of a basis. 

PROPOSITION 8.7. X4j(rb SI) is a twin in a homology 4-sphere if and only 
if aS (31' = ±1. 

Proof· Since r, S is a basis of H 1(X4;Z), the group H 1(X4j(rb SI); Z) has 
generators r, S and relations ar + (3s O, I'r + Ss O. Hence it is trivial if 
and only if aS (31' = ± 1. In this case, an argument involving Mayer
Vietoris, Poincaré duality and the universal coeffident theorem, shows 
that also H2(X4j(rb SI); Z) is trivial. 

Thus we restríet our attention to general surgery X 4 U¡<¡>E4 
, where q> is 

given by 

G~. ;][]{:] 

and I~ ~¡ 1. 

We study first the general surgery corresponding to the matrices 

1 O O]
[w(a, b) = a 1 O. To do this, take a collar T 3 x[0, 1] of T 3 x{0} 

bOl 
aE4 andconsider Vr =SI x S1 x {*}x[0,el]and V.=Sl x {*'}xS I X[0,e2] 

, • 	 4 4 
with el 1= e2' Then vrn V. IS an annulus, and av,-aE = T" aY. -aE = T. 
are disjoint tori (Figure 8.1). 

Remark 8.3. T r is isotopic to the torus obtained by replacíng a regular 
neighbourhood N(S n R) of S n R in S with a tube whose core is a 
suitable simple closed curve on R, connecting the points of S n R (see 
Figure 8.1). 

We take the following "coordinates" on aN(Tr): the meridian of N(Tr), 

and two oriented curves, which are parallel (not antiparallel) to " r; 
moreover, we orient the meridian of N(Tr) to induce with 1, r the 
orientation of aN(T) (as boundary of N(T». We define coordinates for 
aN(TJ in the same way. 

PROPOSITION 8.8. X 4j(w(a, b )r, w(a, b )s) is the twin obtained by per
forming Dehn-surgery on T. with surgery data (1, a, O) and Dehn-surgery 
on Tr with surgery data (1, b, O). 

Proof. We adapt the trick of Lickorish [LK]. Assume e1> e2' We cut 
E 4 -int N(Tr) along Vr and we define an automorphism on a collar 
Vr x[O, 1] of one "end" as foUows: for each t E [O, e¡], that automorphism 
is an isotopy from the identity on SI x SI X { * } x {t} x {1} to a rotation of b 
times 360" in which the orbit of a point is Sl X{*}X{*}x{t}x{O}. Then 
we paste the two ends back together. The resulting automorphism on aE4 

1 O O]
is given by the matrix O 1 O ,and the meridian of N(Tr) goes to the [

bOl 
canonical curve (1, b, O). FinalIy, we repeat this by using T. instead of Tr 

and a instead of b. 

DEFINITION 8.9. We say that the twin X 4/(w(a, b )r, w(a, b )s) is the 
(a, b)-rolling of (S, R) around (R, S). 
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ON TWINS IN THE FOUR·SPHERE 

To justify this definition 1et us consider the (a,O)-rolling of (S, R) 
around (R, S). This is the result of Dehn-surgery on T. with surgery data 
(1, a, O). We now describe this Deijn-surgery in a diflerent way. As at the 
beginning of Section 6 we write E 4 ==N(R 2)US 1X V 3 • Let 'f,x[O, 1] be 
a regular neighbourhood oí Ts on {* } XV 3 • We define an automorphism, A 
of T. x[O, 1] as follows: (x, y, t) ..... (ta +x, y, t), where (x, y) are coordi
nates of T. with respect to 1 and r, and t E [O, 1]. Cut E 4 along T.X[O, 
and paste the two ends back together using A. TIle result is Dehn-surgery 
on T with surgery instructions (1, a, O) (Figure 8.2). 

s 

Ts 

~ 


Bo. 8.2 
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When the twin R U S is example a), Section 7, the above construction 
modifies the knot S giving "the a-rolling of S2" in the language of 
Litherland [L]. The knot R does not change. 

COROLLARY 8.10. The general surgery co"esponding to the matrix 

1 O O]
[: 	 ~ :' is the result of a number of spinnings, determined by [~ :J 
and one (a, b )-rolling. 

Proof. This is a consequence of the 

1 O O] [1 O0][1 OO]aa(3=a1 O O a (3[
b 'Y 5 b O 1 O 'Y 5 

1 O O]
General surgery with matrix A = : ~ :' 1~ : I = 1 gives a twin [
 

in a homology 4-sphere. We now describe, sorne particular cases for 
which this homology 4-sphere is actually S4. The general case is still an 
open problem. 

1 O O] 
LEMMA 8.11. Let A =[: ~ : with I~ :1 = 1, and d =(a, b). 

Then A~[~ 10P O]B. where Pis <ven. detP~1and Bis [~ 10Q O] jf 

a/d +bId j, odd o{; IOQ O] jf a/d +bId is <ven. 

1 O O]
This lemma reduces our research to general surgery a a (3[

b 'Y 5 
(~ : = 1) where a = b or b = O. A particular solution is given in the1 l 
following 

LEMMA 8.12. Let (S4, E 4, R, S) be a twin with R trivial. Then, general 

1 O O]
surgery with matrix d 1 (3 gives a twin in S4.[

O O 1 

~ 
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Proof. Take B 3e S4 such that aB3= R and B 3 is in general position 
with respect to S. Then S nB 3 is a disjoint union of a number of simple 
closed curves on S and one arc. on S joining the two points of S n R. 

B 3Hence we can select on aE4 the longitude 1 such that I e • Hence, by 
Remark 8.3, the torus T. is trivial, and Dehn-surgery on T. produces S4 
again (Corollary 5.6). As on the proof of Proposition 8.8, Dehn-surgery 
00 T with surgery data (1, d, (3) produces the same result as general 

s 

1 O O]
surgery of matrix d 1 (3.[

O O 1 

Remark 8.4. When (S4, E 4, R, S) is the example a) of Section 7, this 
was proved by Litherland. His proof is as follows: {*} X V

3 
lies in a ball 

B3 such that aB 3= R. Then A extends by the identity to B 
3
. But then the 

rtew automorphism is isotopic to identity by Alexander trick. Finally this 
isotopy is realized in a neighbourhood of B 3

. The new knot S was called 
d-rolling, (3-twist spun by Litherland. 

The following Corollary generalizes Corollary 8.6 (by making d =O): 

COROLLARY 8.13. Let R U S be a twin with R and S trivial. Then, 

general surgery with matrices 

[ ~d 
O 
a ;J. where a +y j, odd 

'Yd 	 'Y 
O 
a where ~ +8 j, odd[~ H 

5d 'Y 
give a twin in S4. 

Proof. The first case arises by the product (compare Lemma 8.11 and 
Remark 4.2) 

U I OP 1 U I! nfor ~ ~ 0.1. and P even 

[~][1 OO]
The second case corresponds to .~ I P ~ ~ ~ ,(3 = O, 1. 

9. Branched coverings 
Let X 4/(r, s) be a twin in S4. We have identified ax4 with T 3 as at the 

beginning of Section 8. 



The 	tori Ti=Slx{*}xS I , T~ SlXSIX generate the kernel of 

Hz(ax4; Z) H 2(X
4; Z), where i* is índuced by inclusion. Let A;, 

A~ E Hl(aX4; Z) be Poincaré duaIs of Ti, respectively. Since 
H 2(X

4
; Z) is dual of H 2 (X, ax; Z), the cohomology exact sequence of 

(X, aX) implies that A';, Aí E im(HI(X; Z) - H1(aX; Z». Represent A';, "-2 
by the continuous maps A';, Aí:ax-s l defined by A';(x,y,z)=y, 
Aí(x, y, z) z, respectively. Then we can extend M, Aí to Al> A2:X
sI, respectively. 

Let p :X!" .. _X4 be the fiber bundle induced by Al XA 2 :X
SI x SI from (m, n): SI X Si _ Si XSI. Thus p is a regular covering of mn 

sheets. We have a commutative diagram 

X -----¡o. Si XSim." 

}m."l 
A XA

X ~ SIXSI 

We identify ax""" with T 3 by the homeomorphism T 3 
_ aXm ,,, given 

by (x, y, z) ~ [(x, my, nz), (y, z)]. Then p: ax",." - ax is given by 
(x, y, z) - (x, my, nz). Hence p extends to a map p :Xm . .J(r, s) - X/(r, s), 
which is one to one when restricted to the twin components. We calI 
Xm,.J(r, s) the (m, n)-covering of S4 branched over the twin RUS. It does 
not depend on the particular Al> A2. If m or n equals 1 we have the usual 
cyclic covering branched over a 2-knot in S4. 

Let X 4/(r, s) be the 1-twist spun of a knot K in S3 (Example b), Section 
7). Since, this twin is interchangeable, both twins X!,l/(r, s), Xi,.J(:, s) are 
the n-twist spun twin of A[GK]. The n-twist spun knot of A is S in the 
first twin or R in the second. Let us use the second twin. Here we have 
the restriction 

p': XI,.J( -, s) - X/( , s) 

We identify axl..J(-, s), ax/(-, s) with SlXS2 in the natural way, so 
that r becomes the Si-factor and the collapsed torus Ti contains the 
S2-factor. Thus p' ISi X S2 is a covering of Si x S2 branched over SI x So. 

The automorphism T" of (SI x S2, SI XSO) litts to T. Hence the twin 
X1..J( ,s)U,.D2xS2 is the (l,n)-coveringof the twin X/(-,s)U,..D2x 
S2. This twin is the (n ± l)-twist spun twin of A (the sign depends on 
orientation; let us take the minus sign) in which the component which has 
meridian s is the (n l)-twist spun knot of A. Hence X/( ,s) U,..D2x S2 
is X(,,-I,l)/(r, s). Hence we have proved 

THEOREM 9.1. Let Xj(r, s) be the 1-twist spun twin of a knot K. Then, 

(X(,,-l,nl/(r, s), R) is the 2-knot which is obtained by Gluck-surgery on the 

n-twíst spun knot of K. 
The next CoroIlary was obtained by Litherland [G; footnote, p. 595]. 

COROLLARY 9.2. Let (S4, R) be the 2-twíst spun of a knof. Then (S4, R) 
equals the knot obtained by performing Gluck-surgery on (S4, R). 

Proaf. (S4, R) Is (XO.2l/(r, s), R) where X/(r, s) is the 1-twist SpilO twin 
- - * of K. By Theorem 9.1 (X(2-1.2)/(r, s), R) = R . 
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